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HEPWorkloadReproducibility

r46 - 2019-08-05 - 09:43  ManfredAlefExternal

HEP Workloads: Reproducibility of Benchmark Results This Twiki page is aimed at internal discussions of the HEPiX Benchmarking Working Group about the spread in the...

WebStatistics
r1789 - 2019-06-13 - 09:44  TWikiAdminUser

Statistics for HEPiX Web Month: Topic views: Topic saves: File uploads: Most popular topic views: Top viewers: Top contributors...

HEP-Workloads
r10 - 2019-04-15 - 09:05  ManfredAlefExternal

HEP workloads Purpose Can a set of HEP workloads became the future benchmarking suite?Probably yes, but it needs to be proven Short term goal...

CpuBenchmark
r31 - 2019-03-01 - 10:11  DomenicoGiordano

The working group was formed in 2007 and re launched in 2016 with the following aims: Working on the next generation HEPiX CPU benchmark (successor of HS06)...

HEPIXBMKWG-SPEC2017
r2 - 2019-02-07 - 21:14  DomenicoGiordano

SPEC2017 Instructions and Experience SPEC documentation https://www.spec.org/cpu2017/Docs/runcpu.html runcpu files Recommendation for HEP workloads...

UWHtcondorMonitoring
r3 - 2018-12-21 - 20:17  JasonPattonExternal

HTCondor Monitoring at UW Madison Our monitoring is based around the output of the condor gangliad, which polls the Collector every minute. Ganglia Our primary...

BatchsysMonitoring
r12 - 2018-11-14 - 21:12  WilliamSK

The working group was formed and re launched in 2018 with the following aims: share experience, develop and adopt tools. If you would like to participate...

BonnBatchMonitoring
r3 - 2018-10-20 - 20:03  OliverFreyermuth

General Monitoring used in Bonn Our monitoring system currently for all Desktops, Servers and Clusters is Zabbix. It collects system metrics such as CPU load, network...

CERNITBatchMonitoring
NEW - 2018-10-19 - 14:08  LuisFernandezAlvarez1

CERN IT Batch Service Monitoring Setup This page details the main components of the Batch Service monitoring setup. It is focused on HTCondor as it is now our main...

KITBatchMonitoring
r2 - 2018-10-18 - 14:46  AndreasPetzold

HTCondor Monitoring Used at KIT Our monitoring system currently has three parts and of course there is a lot of history in there. Narrowing this down to two or even...

IN2P3CC
Welcome to the HEPIX Web. This is a Twiki Web for the HEPIX working groups and special interest groups. If you are looking for information about HEPIX in general and...

Welcome to the HEPIX Web. This is a Twiki Web for the HEPIX working groups and special interest groups. If you are looking for information about HEPIX in general and...

BNL Batch Monitoring

In the past we used a homegrown system since the mid 2000's of running condor status and writing to RRD files, and displaying them...

HEPIX Benchmarking WG participation to CHEP

CHEP 2018 Abstract list

Next Generation of HEP CPU Benchmarks (pro tempore title)

Authors D. Giordano, M. Alef...

Monitoring

HEPIX Monitoring Special Interest Group

The SIG was formed in 2016 with the following aims: First attempt at creating a monitoring structure for groups. Initial idea...

Thit github repository is: https://gist.github.com/faxm0dem/40660faee68bec148b7df25369f72b28

netdata elasticsearch.png: README.md

Exploratory around Netdata...

WLCG Workshop Benchmarking

This page contains a collection of topics to be discussed at the WLCG Workshop https://indico.cern.ch/event/609911/timetable...

Instructions

CaryWhitneyExternal 2017 04 26 A system which can running docker and has at least 1G of disk space. After the install, about...

Some random notes on how to config and get netdata started. Configuration from a slave node to an aggregation node and finally to the head node for display. Slave...

DB12 vs Python Version

DB12 dependency on Python Version and OS

Open questions (that possibly can get an answer) 1. Manfred: is it possible to enable batch queues on the various test...

Config Management

HEPIX Configuration Management Working Group

The working group was formed in 2013 with the following aims: As many sites are migrating to puppet to focus on that...
VideoMeeting22012014
r2 - 2014-02-03 - 10:29 YvesKemp

Video meeting 22.01.2014 Participants Ben Jones CERN (chair) Andreas Petzold KIT Pavel Weber KIT Jan Engels DESY Yves Kemp DESY Tim Skirvin FNAL Frederic...

VideoMeeting14112013
r3 - 2013-11-15 - 17:24 JohnDeStefano

Video meeting 14.11.2013 Participants Ben Jones CERN (chair) Chris Walker Queen Mary Jan Engels Yves Kemp DESY Pavel Wever KIT Christelle Eloto IN2P...

Emi3Config
r3 - 2013-09-26 - 21:51 SteveTraylen

EMI 3 Middleware products and configuration This page is created from http://www.eu emi.eu/releases/emi 3 montebianco/products for a list of products. Please feel...

Emi2Config
NEW - 2013-09-02 - 15:53 YvesKemp

EMI 2 Middleware products and configuration This page is created from http://www.eu emi.eu/emi 2 matterhorn products for a list of products. Please feel free to add...

EmiConfig
r6 - 2013-08-12 - 16:19 BeJones

EMI Middleware products and configuration This page is created from and http://www.eu emi.eu/emi 2 matterhorn products http://www.eu emi.eu/emi 2 matterhorn products...

OpenStack
NEW - 2011-11-28 - 12:33 OwenMillingtonSyngeExCern

Open Stack Web page: http://www.openstack.org/ Summary: OpenStack Software delivers a massively scalable cloud operating system. OwenSynge 28 Nov 2011

VMICWorkPlan
r2 - 2010-07-05 - 16:03 OwenMillingtonSyngeExCern

VMIC Work Plan This VMIC Work plan is based upon a wish to split and distribute the work involved in developing a VMIC. Work shoudl focus on a SVMIC, and attempt to...

VMIC
NEW - 2010-07-05 - 12:41 OwenMillingtonSyngeExCern

VMIC Introduction The VMIC or Virtual Machine Image catalogue is used to manage which images run at which sites. Straw man. The VMIC straw man implementation....

VMICStrawManImplementation
NEW - 2010-07-05 - 12:20 OwenMillingtonSyngeExCern

VMIC Getting the VMIC strawman. Web interface, http://svnweb.cern.ch/world/wsvn/vmimagecat/trunk Read only public access, svn co http://svnweb.cern.ch/guest/vmimagecat...

VMICUseCases
r3 - 2010-07-05 - 12:09 OwenMillingtonSyngeExCern

VMIC Use Cases and Requirements Models Early design draft HEPiX VWG Image Distribution Draft .pdf: Image Distribution (DRAFT) CERN alternate model slides...

VMICRequirements
NEW - 2010-07-05 - 12:04 OwenMillingtonSyngeExCern

Requirements These are the requirements for the VMIC. Comments. Next, the use cases above are to be used
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to derive requirements which will be used for the final...

**Libvirt**
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this page should be replaced with an index, and this page copied to another location on addition of a second libvirt article. A recipe for booting kernels directly...

**Virtualization**
r4 - 2010-04-30 - 14:36 UlrichSchwickerath

Virtualization image catalog API Description This document is meant as a design document for the image catalog API. It will be based on the Virtual Machine Image...

**WebPreferences**
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HEPIX Web Preferences The following settings are web preferences of the HEPIX web. These preferences overwrite the site level preferences in . and...

**SearchResults**
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TWiki search by CERN Search Results You may also search with the internal TWiki WebSearch . Please note that TWiki internal WebSearch may be very slow for large...
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**WebChanges**
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**WebAtom**
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TWiki's HEPIX web The 1 web of TWiki. TWiki is a Web Based Collaboration Platform for the Enterprise.

**WebCreateNewTopic**
NEW - 2005-11-08 - 07:37 TWikiContributor

**WebRss**
NEW - 2005-03-28 - 11:40 TWikiContributor

/HEPIX The 1 web of TWiki. TWiki is a Web Based Collaboration Platform for the Enterprise.
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This is a subscription service to be automatically notified by e mail when topics change in this 1 web. This is a convenient service, so you do not have to come...

TWeederTopics
NEW - 2000-01-01 - 01:00  PeterJones

TWeeder info for HEPIX Total Number of topics: 34 0 Topics updated during the last 7 days Web Topic Date 1 Topics updated during the last...
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